Building the Heart of a Champion
Choosing Summer Horsemanship Experience for Youth

Young riders need to begin somewhere. That would not be easy if you
have no horse, no saddle, and often, limited funds by which to achieve
lofty equine centered dreams. Choosing from various summer riding
programs for youth is not easy, when choices available offer horse
related activities in a selection of riding styles, training orientation,
groups en mass with many participants or a private few at a time.
Then there are the unrelated activities, all acclaimed to be fun and
meaningful, focusing on anything other than direct, hands-on learning
with the horse. Most kids aren't hard to please. Playing catch on grassy
turf is fun, too, but it has nothing to do with horses. Where to begin?
The very beginning is somewhat age related. Most youth reach a
weight and size requirement to ride extensively at about age 10-12.
Younger, inexperienced, or extremely timid children should experience
a safe horsemanship experience in an enclosed corral or riding arena,
under the mindful eye of a safety oriented, and reasonably qualified
riding coach. Parental judgment is important, in assessing the needs of
your child. Readiness to experience a very personal communication and emotional connection with
the horse is as vital as learning the leadership skills that ensue. Some confidence in approaching a
relatively large animal like the horse needs to be there, but inexperience in horsemanship skills need
not be a deterrent. A genuine and respectful desire to learn more about all aspects of the horse, in all
its communication capabilities and general largess, is essential to successful learning.
What is important is sourcing an equine experience that incorporates the herding instinct and
validation needs inherent in young people, with opportunities to learn more about leadership in all its
forms, ultimately involving horses. A broad range of daily horse related activities involving catching,
leading, grooming, saddling, orientation and participation in riding, packing and trailering, then tack
removal, feeding practices, and turnout is all about organization and leadership. Horse and rider must
understand each other to work successfully in all aspects of this mutual teamwork. Participation in
these activities with like minded other riders can raise the definition of fun to new heights, and provide
powerful peer validation opportunities.
Children respond well to this type of validation, much as the horse does, when he is rewarded by
voice and touch as positive reinforcement. Doing these activities well, creates an unparalleled level of
self confidence. In fact, many behavioral instincts of youth, (and people in general) align with that of
horses. Such is the fascination with human-equine relationships. “Look what I can make him do”,
translates to “look what he is willing to do for you, now that you have earned his trust”, as a more
powerful interpretation of empowerment. Opportunities to experience more about this type of higher
level communication needs to be incorporated in an effective equine program. Individualized coaching
in small groups, is important to accommodate the differing learning styles of each rider. Simple
correction, help, and positive support from peers means much to young riders.
For teens and older riders, elements of risk in an equine program do make equine experiences more
meaningful. Chances to practice riding in uncontrolled settings, wilderness trails, water crossings,
uneven terrain are both challenging, and exciting. Championship does not necessarily involve any
best in show, or first across a line. Elements of personal best horsemanship experiences, and
consistent equestrian leadership builds up new levels of integrity in any rider. The bar is raised from
within.

The horse is an emotional animal. For youth, growing up in what is
often an emotionally charged existence, even a short week's
immersion in the horse's honest and straightforward way of living,
teaches patience, mindfulness, and compassion when making
mistakes.....large lessons in life.
Horses are a true inspiration in their honest approach to bonding,
and willingness to forgive. Opportunities to communicate
successfully are many. For youth, even beginner riders,
motivational opportunities should go hand in hand to pursue
genuine and effective communication with the horse. This
teamwork builds confidence and pride in new skills learned and
done to a personal best. In doing one's best, nothing else matters,
and that is one true way to build the heart of a champion.
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